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You have requested the following content: SIAM Review, 2017, Vol. 59, No. 2 : pp. 295-320 JuMP: A Modeling Language for Mathematical Optimization Iain Dunning, Joey Huchette, and Miles Lubin JuMP is an open source model language that enables users to express a wide range of optimization problems (linear, mixed integer, square, conical-square, semi-definite, and non-
linear) in a high-level, algebraic syntax. JuMP leverages advanced features of the julia programming language to offer unique functionality while achieving performance on a par with commercial modeling tools for standard tasks. In this work, we will provide benchmarks, present the new aspects of implementation, and discuss how JuMP can be extended to new problem classes
and consist of state-of-the-art visualization and interactivity tools.© 2017, Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics Online access to the content you have requested requires one of the following: Pay per article Choose from the following options: This book addresses the aspects of modeling and solving real optimizing problems with tithe in a unique combination. It
systematically deals with the great mod eling language and modeling systems used to solve mathematical optimization problems. The book is an offspring of the 71st meeting of gor (Gesellschaft fill Operations Research) Working group mathematical optimization in real life held under the title Modeling Language in Mathematical Op timization during April 23-25, 2003 in the
German physics society confer ence Building in Bad Honnef, Germany. The modelling language suppliers AIMMS Johannes Bisschop, Paragon Decision Technology B. V, Haarlem, Netherlands, AMPL Bob Fourer, Northwestern Univ. ; David M. Gay, AMPL Optimization LLC. , NJ, GAMS Alexander Meeraus, GAMS Development Corporation, Washington D.C. , Mosel Bob Daniel,
Dash Optimization, Blisworth, United Kingdom, MPL Bjami Krist jansson, Maximal Software, Arlington, VA, NOP-2 Hermann Schichl, University of Vienna, Austria, PCOMP Klaus Schittkowski, Bayreuth University, Germany, and OPL Sofiane Oussedik, ILOG Inc. , Paris, France gave deep insight into their motives and conceptual design features in their software, emphasized their
advantages but also critically discussed their limits. The participants benefited greatly from this symposium, which provided a useful overview and orientation on today's modelling languages in optimization. Roughly speaking, a model language serves the need to send data and a mathematical model description to a looser in the same way that humans, es Of course, in pecially
mathematicians describe these problems to each other. This volume presents a unique combination of modeling and solving real world optimization problems. It is the only book that systematically deals with the major modeling languages and systems used to solve mathematical optimization problems, and it also a useful overview and orientation of today's modeling languages in
mathematical optimization. It shows strengths and characteristic features in such languages and provides a bridge for researchers, practitioners and students in a new world: solving real optimization problems with the most progress modeling systems. PAGE 1 PAGE 2 Johannes Bisschop, Marcel Roelofs Bjarni Kristjansson, Denise Lee Hermann Schichl, Arnold Neumaier Back
Matter Algebraic Modelling Language (AML) are high-level programming languages to describe and solve high-complexity problems for large-scale mathematical calculation (i.e. large-scale optimization problems for the scale type). [1] A particular advantage of some algebraic modeling languages such as AIMMS,[1] AMPL,[2] GAMS,[1] MathProg, Moselle,[1][3] and OPL is the
similarity in their syntax with the mathematical notation of optimization problems. This allows for a very concise and readable definition of problems in the domain for optimization, supported by certain language elements such as sets, indexes, algebraic expressions, powerful sparse indexes, and data management variables, restrictions with arbitrary names. The algebraic
formulation of a model does not contain any tips on how to process it. An AML does not solve these problems directly; instead, it calls the appropriate external algorithms to get a solution. These algorithms are called solvers and can handle certain type of mathematical problems such as: linear problem integer problems (mixed integer) square problems mixed complementarity
problems mathematical programs with equilibrium limitations limited nonlinear systems general nonlinear problems non-linear programs with discontinuous derivatives nonlinear integer scan problems global optimization problems stochastic optimization problems Core elements Core elements of an AML are: a modeling language interpreter (the AML itself) looser links user
interface (UI) data exchange facilities Design principles Most AML follow certain design principles : a balanced mix of declarative and procedural elements opens architecture and interfaces to other systems different layers with separation of: model and data model and solution methods model and operating system model and interface Data-driven model generation Most modeling
languages exploit the similarities between structured models and relational databases [4] by providing a database access layer, which allows the modelling system to directly access data from external data sources (e.g. these[5]table managers for AMPL). As the refinement of analytical technology is applied to business processes, optimization models are becoming an integral part
of decision support systems; optimization models can be structured and layered to represent and support complex business processes. In such applications, the multidimensional data structure typical of OLAP systems can be directly mapped to the optimization models and typical MDDB operations can be translated into: and disaggregation operations on the underlying model [6]
History of Algebraic modeling language find their roots in matrix-generator and report-program authors (MGRW), developed in the late seventies. Some of these are MAGEN, MGRW (IBM), GAMMA.3, DATAFORM and MGG/RWG. These systems simplified the communication of problem instances to the solution algorithms and the generation of a readable report of the results. An
early matrix generator for LP was developed around 1969 at the Mathematisch Centrum (now CWI), Amsterdam. [7] Its syntax was very close to the usual mathematical notation, using subscripts one sigmas. Input for the generator consisted of separate sections for the model and data. It found users at universities and in industry. The main industrial user was the steel maker
Hoogovens (now Tata Steel) where it was used for almost 25 years. A major step towards the modern model languages is found in UIMP[8] , where the structure of the mathematical programming models taken from real life is analyzed for the first time, to highlight the natural grouping of variables and limitations arising from such models. This led to data-structure features, which
supported structured modeling; in this paradigm, all input and output tables, together with the decision variables, in terms of these structures, are defined in a way comparable to the use of sub- and output sets. This is probably the single most notable feature common to all modern AMLs and enabled, in time, a separation between the model structure and its data, and a
correspondence between the devices in an MP model and data in relational databases. So, a model can finally be instantiated and resolved across different datasets, just by changing their datasets. The correspondence between model entities and relational data models,[4] then made possible to seamlessly generate model applications by retrieving data from corporate databases.
This feature now accounts for a large part of the usability of optimization in real life applications, and is supported by most well-known modeling languages. References ^ a b c d Kallrath, Joseph (2004). Modeling language in mathematical optimization. Kluwer Academic publisher. ISBN 978-1-4020-7547-6. ^ Robert Fourer; David M. Gay; Brian W. Kernighan (1990). A modeling
language for mathematical programming. Management Science. 36 (5): 519–554–83. doi:10.1287/mnsc.36.5.519. ^ Gueret, Christelle; Prince, Christian; Sevaux, Marc (2002). Applications of Optimization with Xpress-MP. Dash Optimization Limited. ISBN 0-9543503-0-8. ^ a b Gautam Mitra; Cormac Lucas; Shirley Moody; Bjarni Kristjansson (1995). Sets and indexes in linear
programming modeling and their integration with relationship data models. Calculation optimization and applications. 4 (3): 262–283. ^ [1] AMPL ^ Koutsoukis, N.; Mitra, G.; Lucas, C. Adaptation of on-line analytical processing for decision modelling: the interaction between information and Technology. Decision support system. 26 (1): 1–30. doi:10.1016/S0167-9236(99)00021-4.
Retrieved November 22, 2017. ^ Jac. M. Anthonisse, An input system for linear programming problems, Statistica Neerlandica 24 (1970), 143-153. ^ Francis D Ellison; Gautam Mitra (1982). UIMP: mathematical programming user interface (PDF). ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software. 8 (3): 229–255. doi:10.1145/356004.356005. Archived from the original (PDF) on 18
January 2014. Retrieved 2014-01-16. Retrieved from
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